Low correspondence between K-ras mutations in pancreatic cancer tissue and detection of K-ras mutations in circulating DNA.
K-ras is the most frequently mutated gene in pancreatic cancer; reported rates range from 70% to 90%. The aim of this study was to evaluate the correspondence between K-ras mutations in pancreatic cancer tissue and in circulating DNA and the value of K-ras mutations as serological marker. The research was conducted in 30 patients with pancreatic cancer in whom both plasma and neoplastic tissues were available. Such research was extended to circulating DNA isolated from 40 patients with chronic pancreatitis. Mutations in codon 12 were examined by mutant allele-specific amplification method and by direct sequencing. Serum values of routinely used tumor markers such as carbohydrate antigen (Ca) 19.9, carcinoembryonic antigen, Ca 50, and Ca 242 have been tested in all the patients enrolled in this study. K-ras mutations were detected in 70% of neoplastic tissue samples, but no mutated DNA resulted in circulating DNA samples. The 60% of patients with tissue K-ras mutation showed elevation of some tumor markers among Ca 19.9, carcinoembryonic antigen, Ca 50, and Ca 242. As a whole, these last showed low sensitivity (20%-56.67%) and specificity (56.67%-77.5%) when compared with chronic pancreatitis. Over the years, there has been no change in the direction of an earlier diagnosis by serological markers, and also, these data indicate that K-ras mutation in serum is an unsatisfactory method for the detection in patients with pancreatic cancer as well as in patients with high risk of progression toward neoplastic pancreatic disease.